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ABSTRACT Maximizing coverage and maintaining connectivity are two major objectives in designing
and deploying wireless sensor networks (WSNs). In this article, a novel approach is proposed to obtain
better sensor deployment in three-dimensional (3D) terrain in terms of coverage and connectivity. The
proposed approach is based on a combination of the distributed particle swarm optimization (DPSO)
algorithm and a proposed 3D virtual force (VF) algorithm. The communication limit (CL) of the sensor
nodes (SNs) is taken into consideration. A heuristic algorithm that is suitable for a limited communication
environment is proposed to cluster the SNs. To effectively guide the SN deployment optimization and to
speed up convergence, the addition of a VF term in the velocity update equation of each particle is adopted.
To improve the efficiency of increase of coverage and connectivity of theWSN, the selected redundant sensor
nodes (RSNs) move toward certain selected areas. In addition, measures are taken to guarantee population
diversity in the early stage and the convergence speed of the proposed algorithm in a later stage. Finally,
to verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, some comparative experiments are performed. The
experimental results show that the proposed algorithm performs well against other algorithms in deploying
sensors in 3D terrain when considering CL.

INDEX TERMS Sensor deployment, coverage, connectivity, communication limit, DPSO, VF.

I. INTRODUCTION
Due to their important roles in transportation, infrastructure
and monitoring [1], [2], WSNs are widely used and attract
much attention. Among the characteristics of WSNs, such as
coverage, connectivity, cost and lifetime, coverage and con-
nectivity are the most important characteristics that directly
affect the performance of the whole network. Maximizing
network coverage is necessary for a WSN to be able to
sense information at every location in the region of interest
(ROI). Data gathered from sensors are usually sank into a
base station (BS). The BS is often connected to a network
backbone. Maintaining connectivity is crucial for a BS to
continuously gather data from SNs. In addition, sensors are
usually battery powered. It is inconvenient to replace batteries
in practical applications [3]. Therefore, the energy of the
sensors is limited, and the sensor will die if its initial energy
is exhausted. To extend the network lifetime, reducing energy
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consumption in theWSN during sensor deployment is also an
important issue.

A. RELATED WORK
In recent years, many studies have been performed on SN
deployment in WSNs [4]–[6]. Generally, SN deployment
methods can be divided into random strategies and deter-
ministic strategies. In random strategies, massive SNs are
randomly deployed, and they remain static after the initial
deployment [7]. Random deployment may cause sensors to
be centralized or blocked by terrain features. Some areas
of the ROI may have holes in coverage [8], [9] or serious
coverage overlaps, which significantly decrease the proba-
bility of detection and sensing in the environment. Mobile
sensor nodes (MSNs) were used to provide self-deployment
for WSNs in [10], [11]. WSNs in practice are always hybrid,
and consist of both MSNs and static sensor nodes (SSNs)
to reduce cost and energy consumption [12]. This was intu-
itively inspired by the fact that MSNs should be moved
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from an initial uneven distribution to an even distribution to
increase coverage [13]–[15].

In deterministic strategies, sensors are deployed according
to a predefined constraint to maximize the coverage. In [16],
each sensor was placed in the middle of a Delaunay trian-
gulation (DT) or in the middle of Voronoi polygons of the
sensor coordinates. In [17], the target region was divided into
subgrids. SNs resided on the vertex of each grid. The blind
nodes were determined by comparing their received signal
strength indicator (RSSI) values to deploy theminimum num-
ber of sensors. A divide-and-conquer algorithm based on a
DT method was proposed in [18]. Although it could improve
network efficiency, the method failed to guarantee an optimal
solution. For deterministic strategies, the fatal disadvantage
is that the limit in the number of sensors will lead to holes in
coverage. In addition, the decision space of the deployment
problem increases exponentially with the expansion of the
terrain.

In recent years, heuristic algorithms have been used to per-
form sensor deployment. The PSO algorithm [19], [20] is one
of the most popular algorithms and is frequently utilized to
solve the sensor deployment problem ofWSNs [5], [21]–[23].
A parallel PSO (PPSO) was proposed in [24], which divided
the ROI and the SNs into several parts. It was especially suit-
able when there were a large number of SNs to be deployed.
The dimension of the searching space was partitioned to save
time. The discrete PSO algorithm was used to handle sensor
deployment in a nonconvex region [25]. Because PSOs have
the disadvantage of being premature and easily falling into
local optima, to deploy the sensors effectively, the combi-
nation of the PSO algorithm and VF algorithm was used to
overcome these shortcomings [6], [26].

Most of the literature referred to above concerns sensor
deployment problems in 2D terrain. However, they are not
suitable for 3D terrain, which is more realistic. The problem
of sensor deployment on 3D terrain was proven to be an
NP-hard problem [27], and solving this problem is more
challenging than solving the problem of sensor deployment
on 2D terrain. Some studies have addressed that address
the problem of sensor deployment on 3D terrain [28]–[32].
Wavelet transform (WT) and genetic algorithms (GAs) were
used to perform sensor deployment [28]. WT and the cat
swarm optimization (CSO) algorithm were used to improve
the coverage of a WSN [29].

B. CONTRIBUTIONS
In this article, we propose a novel approach based on the com-
bination of the DPSO algorithm and a proposed 3D VF algo-
rithm to dynamically deploy the SNs of a WSN in 3D terrain.
Compared with the existing methods, the contributions of
this study can be summarized as follows: (1) the proposed
sensor deployment algorithm takes the CL of the SNs into
consideration, which has not yet been seriously considered;
(2) we present a probability sensing model that is suitable
for SNs in 3D terrain; (3) we propose a 3D VF algorithm;
(4) the proposed sensor deployment algorithm can improve

the coverage and guarantee the connectivity of the WSN
at the same time; (5) we introduce a relocation manner for
selected RSNs to help more efficiently eliminate coverage
holes and enhance connectivity of the WSN; (6) we take
energy consumption into consideration and apply measures
to extend the WSN lifetime; (7) we consider the population
diversity and convergence speed of the proposed approach;
(8) the proposed algorithm needs no central unit.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section II
reviews the PSO considering CL. Section III analyzes
some existing methods of sensor deployment. The pro-
posed approach is described in Section IV. The probability
sensing model is proposed in Subsection IV-A. The 3D
VF algorithm is proposed in Subsection IV-B. The proposed
sensor deployment algorithm is explained in detail in
Subsection IV-C. Section V presents the experiments and
results analysis. Finally, Section VI concludes this article.

II. PSO CONSIDERING CL
The DPSO algorithm was proposed to apply the PSO algo-
rithm in a real physical environment [33]. The update manner
of the velocities and positions of particles is similar to that of
the PSO algorithm. In the DPSO algorithm, the velocity and
position of the ith particle (pari) are updated according to:

vij(t + 1) = ω · vij(t)+ c1 · r1 · (xLij (t)− xij(t))

+c2 · r2 · (xG(t)− xij(t)) (1)

xij(t + 1) = xij(t)+ vij(t + 1) (2)

where ω is the inertial weight, which can be used to balance
the exploration and exploitation search abilities of PSO [34];
i denotes the particle’s index; j ∈ (1, . . . , d) represents the
dimension; t is the iteration number; xLij (t) is the history best
position experienced by the ith particle at t; xG(t) is the
global best position of all particles at t; c1 is the self-cognitive
factor which reflects the effect of the history best position on
velocity; c2 is the social-cognitive factor which reflects the
effect of the global best position on velocity, proper selections
of c1 and c2 are of considerable help in the performance of the
DPSO algorithm; r1 and r2 represent random numbers which
are generated within the range of [0, 1]; vi = [vi1, . . . , vid ]
and xi = [xi1, . . . , xid ] are the velocity and position vectors
of the ith particle, respectively. The history best position of
the ith particle is updated based on:

xLij (t + 1) =

{
xLij (t), if f (xLij (t)) ≥ f (xij(t + 1))

xij(t + 1), otherwise
(3)

where f denotes the objective function. The global best posi-
tion is updated based on:

xG(t) = argmax{f (xLi (t))} for i = 1, . . . ,Np (4)

where Np is the number of particles.
In a WSN, SNs communicate with each other within a

certain reception distance. This distance is called the commu-
nication range (CR) of an SN. Due to the energy limitation,
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the CR of an SN is limited. Generally, the value of the CR is
no more than 300 meters. The CL considered in this article is
that data cannot be transmitted between SNs that are outside
of the CR.

Considering the CL, the value of the global best position
(xG) in the update equation of a particle may actually be a
local known best position (xK ). Losing information from the
particles that are outside of the CR of the other particles leads
to poor search cooperation among particles.

The main difference between the DPSO algorithm and
PSO algorithm is that it is assumed that all particles can
communicate with each other in the PSO algorithm, while
this cannot be guaranteed in the DPSO algorithm due to the
CL of SNs in a real physical environment. Thus, the global
best position cannot be precisely known by all particles in
the DPSO algorithm, which greatly affects the updates of the
particles.

An extension of the DPSO algorithm considering a CLwas
studied in [35]. All particles transmitted their newly found
global best position to a server one after another as time went
on. A communication term was added to the velocity update
equation of each particle. For the ith particle, the velocity
update equation can be written as:

vi(t + 1) =
(
1−min(1,

⌊
t − tc
tm + θi

⌋
)
)
r1 · (xLi (t)− xi(t))

+

(
1−min(1,

⌊
t − tc
tm + θi

⌋
)
)
r2 · (xG(t)− xi(t))

+min(1,
⌊
t − tc
tm + θi

⌋
)r3 · (xci (t)− xi(t))+ ωvi(t)

(5)

θi =
Rid · tm
Np

(6)

where ω is the inertial weight; tm is the maximal time step
before communication with the server was restored; Rid ∈
[1,Np] was the index assigned to a particle and Np was the
number of particles; tp was the current time step; tc was
the last time step when successful communication with the
server occurred; r1, r2 and r3 were random numbers within
the range of [0, 1]; vi and xi were the velocity and position,
respectively, of the ith particle; xci denoted the best position
of communication; xLi was the history best position of the ith
particle and xG was the global best position.

In the method, each particle only attempted to commu-
nicate with the server when it was its turn to do so. When
a particle attempted to communicate, other particles moved
based on the DPSO algorithm referred to in [33]. Experiments
have shown that this communication-aware PSO (CPSO)
algorithm can noticeably improve the performance when
communication is restricted. However, the disadvantage is
that communications with the server cannot always be guar-
anteed.

In this article, we propose a novel approach in which the
DPSO algorithm is used to effectively manage the challenge
of the self-deployment of sensors considering a CL.

III. METHODS OF SENSOR DEPLOYMENT
In this section, we review some methods of sensor deploy-
ment. In [36], the artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm was
used in the dynamic deployment of SNs to increase cover-
age. In [28], the author proposed a guided WT-based sensor
deployment strategy (WTDS) for 3D terrain, in which the
sensor movements were carried out in the mutation phase
of a GA. The algorithm aimed to maximize the quality of
coverage (QOC) of a WSN by deploying a limited num-
ber of sensors on a 3D surface. When compared with the
DT method, the results revealed that it was a more pow-
erful and successful method for sensor deployment in 3D
terrain. In [29], the author proposed a deterministic sensor
deployment method based on a WT and the CSO algorithm.
Compared with the DT and GA based methods, the perfor-
mance of this algorithm was proven to be better for sensor
deployment in 3D terrain. However, [28] and [29] only aimed
to maximize the QOC of aWSN and did not consider connec-
tivity. A Lagrangian heuristic approach was proposed in [37]
to solve a multiobjective sensor deployment problem. Their
model could be used to concurrently decide the locations,
activities, scheduling and data routings of sensors. However,
it was questionable whether this model could be adopted for
WSNs with a large number of sensors in 3D terrain.

In [38], the author proposed a sensor deployment strategy
in which the PSO algorithm and bacterial foraging algo-
rithm (BFA) were used for image segmentation. The study
showed that bioinspired algorithms could perform multilevel
image segmentation faster than an exhaustive search for opti-
mal thresholds. In [32], the PSO algorithm and adaptive
PSO (APSO) algorithm were used to cover 3D terrain with
a limited number of sensors.

Some researchers have tried to solve the problem of sen-
sor deployment based on the VF algorithm [25], [39]–[41].
A scheme based on the potential field method to optimize the
coverage of sensor networks was presented in [41]. In [39],
the author presented a VF-based algorithm that was exe-
cuted by cluster heads (CHs). The CHs calculated the desired
destination for each sensor through a sum of four types of
forces: the repulsive forces (RFs) of obstacles, the attractive
forces (AFs) of areas with low density, and the RFs and AFs
of neighbor nodes. In [42], to enhance coverage, a VF-based
algorithm was proposed to perform sensor deployment. The
total number of sensors was fixed. However, it was assumed
that after the initial random deployment, all SNs were able to
communicate with a CH. In practice, communications could
not always be guaranteed due to CLs. In addition, it was
assumed that the sensors could realize a one-time movement
to a desired location, which was also not realistic because the
step length of the one-time movement was usually restricted.
Moreover, the method was not suitable for 3D terrain.

The performance of the VF algorithm may be affected
in hybrid WSNs. The forces exerted by the SSNs hinder
the movements of MSNs [11], [26]. Different from the
VF algorithm, the PSO algorithm searches the optimal results
globally. Stationary SNs cannot affect the implementation
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of the PSO algorithm. However, a PSO has disadvantages
such as low convergence speed and a tendency to easily fall
into local optima. A PSO algorithm directed by a virtual
force (PSOVF) was proposed [6], in which a virtual force
is adopted into the update of the velocities of the particles
to increase the speed of regional convergence in the PSO
algorithm. Simulation results have proven that the algorithm
is effective and performs better than the single VF algorithm
and single PSO algorithm. However, in the PSO algorithm,
a particle is used to represent a complete solution vector,
and the search space will be enlarged exponentially as the
dimensionality of the solution vector increases. Similar to the
PSOVF algorithm, in the improved PSO that is directed by
the virtual force (IDPSOVF) algorithm, the PSO algorithm
was used to implement a global search for the optimal deploy-
ment solution. TheVF algorithmwas used to direct the update
of particles towards better positions. Instead of adopting one
swarm to find the optimal n-dimensional vector, the vector
is split into its components so that each swarm attempts
to optimize a single component of the solution vector. The
simulation results have shown that the IDPSOVF algorithm is
more efficient than the PSOVF algorithm in terms of effective
coverage area and computation time [6]. However, it is worth
noting that this comparison was performed when the CL was
not considered. In addition, the implementation of the PSOVF
algorithm and the IDPSOVF algorithm in 3D terrain was
missing. Moreover, these methods required a supernode to
act as the processing center to implement the algorithm and
did not consider the connectivity.

In this article, to improve the coverage and connectivity
of a WSN in 3D terrain after the initial random deployment
and to overcome the disadvantages of the PSO algorithm and
VF algorithm, we propose a novel approach that combines the
DPSO algorithm with a proposed 3D VF algorithm. In addi-
tion, we take the CL and energy consumption of SNs into
consideration.

IV. THE PROPOSED APPROACH
We consider the sensor deployment of a hybridWSN consist-
ing ofm (1, . . . ,m are the indexes) SSNs, n (m+1, . . . ,m+n
are the indexes) MSNs and a BS in 3D terrain. The position
of the ith SN (denoted as si) is represented by a 3D vector,
xi = {xi1, xi2, xi3} for i = 1, 2, . . . ,N . N is the total number
of SNs. Thus, the WSN can be described as a coordinate
sequence of the positions of all SNs:

x = {x1, x2, . . . , xN } = {x11, x12, x13, . . . , xN1, xN2, xN3}

Since the coverage and connectivity of aWSN rely largely on
the positions of the sensors, the sensor deployment problem
can be seen as a constrained optimization problem of the
positions of SNs: {

maxf (x)
s.t.x ∈ARs

(7)

The constraint is that the positions of the SNs must belong to
regions where sensors can be deployed in practice. We call

such regions accessible regions (ARs). f denotes the fitness
function used. In this article, we assume that all sensors know
their positions precisely. In addition, all sensors are initially
deployed in a random manner in a 3D terrain.

For the convenience of evaluation, the ROI is divided into a
number of cubic grids. The granularity (l) of division is deter-
mined by the required accuracy of evaluation. The smaller
the value of granularity, the higher the evaluation accuracy.
However, a granularity that is too small requires too much
computation time. A strategy is introduced to balance the
evaluation speed and accuracy. The basic idea is to decrease
the value of granularity when the fitness value has no obvious
improvement over several successive steps (δ steps) when
executing the proposed algorithm.

A. PROBABILITY SENSING MODEL
Compared with the traditional binary sensing model, a prob-
abilistic sensing model allows a more realistic modeling of
sensor coverage. In the proposed probability sensing model,
the uncertainty of sensor detection is defined as re (re < rs).
rs is the sensing radius of a sensor. Generally, if a space
point lies in the range of (rs − re), the point can certainly
be sensed. If a point lies outside of (rs+ re), the point cannot
be sensed at all. In addition, if a point lies within (rs− re) and
(rs + re), then the detection of this point can be represented
by a probability whose value is e−α·dist

β
, which decreases as

the distance between the point and the SN increases.
Thus, the sensing probability to a space point

p(xp1, xp2, xp3) for SN si is defined as:

cp(si) =


1 d(si, p) < rs − re
e−α·dist

β
rs − re ≤ d(si, p) < rs + re

0 d(si, p) > rs + re

(8)

dist =
d(si, p)− (rs − re)

2
(9)

where d(si, p) is the Euclidean distance between SN si and
point p(xp1, xp2, xp3); α and β are related to the characteristics
of the sensors and environmental terrain. For ground-based
sensors, their binary detection regions can be modeled as
cones. Thus, for ground-based SN si, the sensing probability
to a space point p(xp1, xp2, xp3) is defined as:

cp(si) =


1 if d(si, p) < rt and re ≤ 1x < r ′h
e−α·dist

β
if rt ≤ d(si, p) < r ′t ∩ 0 ≤ 1x < rh

0 otherwise
(10)

rt =

√
(1+

r2cs
h2

)(xp3 − xi3)2 − re (11)

r ′t =

√
(1+

r2cs
h2

)(xp3 − xi3)2 + re (12)

1x =
∣∣xp3 − xi3∣∣ (13)

rh = h+ re (14)

r ′h = h− re (15)
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where the apex of the cone is SN si; rcs is the radius of the
cross section and h is the height of the cone.
The coverage probability of a point that is covered by a set

of SNs is:

cp(sov) = 1−
∏
si∈Sov

(1− cp(si)) (16)

where Sov denotes the set of SNs that cover the point.

B. THE PROPOSED 3D VF ALGORITHM
A VF algorithm that is suitable for 3D terrain is proposed in
this section. In this 3D VF algorithm, three kinds of forces
are considered. The total force on SN si is the sum of these
VFs:

EFi =
N∑

j=1,j6=i

EFij +
No∑
m=1

EFiOm +
Na∑
m′=1

EFiAm′ (17)

where No and Na are the total number of obstacles and
preference areas (PAs), respectively.

The VF between SN si and SN sj can be expressed in
rectangular coordinates:

EFij =


(0, 0, 0) if d(si, sj) ≥ rc
B1 if rc > d(si, sj) > dth
(0, 0, 0) if d(si, sj) = dth
B2 if d(si, sj) < dth

(18)

B1 = (rγ1(ϕθ), rγ2(ϕθ), rγ3(ϕ)) (19)

B2 = (r ′γ1(ϕ′θ ′), r ′γ2(ϕ′θ ′), r ′γ3(ϕ′)) (20)

r = ωA(d(si, sj)− dth) (21)

r ′ = ωR(
1

d(si, sj)
−

1
d th

) (22)

γ1(ab) = sina · cosb (23)

γ2(ab) = sina · sinb (24)

γ3(a) = cosa (25)

ϕ + ϕ′ = π (26)

θ + θ ′ = π (27)

where rc is the communication radius of a sensor; d(si, sj)
is the Euclidean distance between SN si and SN sj; ϕ is
the intersection angle between coordinate plane ZOX and
the plane that goes through the Z-axis and the line segment
from si to sj; θ is the intersection angle between the line
segment from si to sj and the Z-axis; ωA and ωR are weights;
d th is a threshold whose value is related to how close sensors
are to each other; γ1(ab) and γ2(ab) are functions whose
independent variables are a and b; γ3(a) is a function with
argument a.

The VF exerted on SN si by obstacle om is:

EFiom =

{
B3 if r1 < r3
(0, 0, 0) if r1 ≥ r3

(28)

or

EFiom =

{
B3 if r1 < r ′′t + 2 · re ∩ 0≤1x ′ < rh
(0, 0, 0) otherwise

(29)

B3 = (r2γ1(ϕ1θ1), r2γ2(ϕ1θ1), r2γ3(ϕ1)) (30)

r1 = d(si, om)− rom (31)

r2 =
ωoobpom
r1

(32)

r3 = rs + re (33)

r ′′t =

√
(1+

r2cs
h2

)(xOm3 − xi3)2 − re (34)

rh = h+ re (35)

1x ′ =
∣∣xOm3 − xi3∣∣ (36)

where d(si, om) denotes the Euclidean distance between SN si
and obstacle om; ωoob is weight; rom is the radius of obsta-
cle om; pom is the importance level of obstacle om; ϕ1 is the
intersection angle between coordinate plane ZOX and the
plane that goes through the Z-axis and the line segment from
si to obstacle om; θ1 is the intersection angle between the line
segment from si to obstacle om and the Z-axis and xOm3 is the
coordinate of obstacle om on the Z-axis. (28) is suitable for
general SNs and (29) is suitable for ground-based SNs.

The rectangular coordinate of the VF exerted by PA Am′ on
SN si is:

EFiAm′ =


(0, 0, 0) if 1d ≥ rc
B4 if r3 ≤ 1d < rc
B5 if r6 < 1d < r3
(0, 0, 0) if 1d ≤ r6

(37)

or

EFiAm′ =


(0, 0, 0) if 1d ≥ rc
B5 if condition 1
(0, 0, 0) if 1d ≤ r ′′′t ∩ re ≤ 1x

′′ < r ′h
B4 otherwise

(38)

B4 = (r4γ1(ϕ2θ2), r4γ2(ϕ2θ2), r4γ3(ϕ2)) (39)

B5 = (r5γ1(ϕ2θ2), r5γ2(ϕ2θ2), r5γ3(ϕ2)) (40)

r4 = ωAm′pAm′ (41)

r5 = ωAm′pAm′ ·1d (42)

r6 = rs − re (43)

r ′′′t =

√
(1+

r2cs
h2

)(xAm′3 − xi3)
2 − re (44)

1d = d(si,Am′ )− rAm′ (45)

1x ′′ =
∣∣xAm′3 − xi3∣∣ (46)

where condition 1 is r ′′′t < 1d < r ′′′t + 2 · re ∩ 0 ≤
1x ′′ < rh; ωAm′ is weight; rAm′ is the radius of PA Am′ ; pAm′
is the importance level of PA Am′ ; d(si,Am′ ) is the Euclidean
distance between SN si and PA Am′ ; ϕ2 is the intersection
angle between coordinate plane ZOX and the plane that goes
through the Z-axis and the line segment from si to Am′ ; θ2 is
the intersection angle between the line segment from SN si to
PAAm′ and the Z-axis and xAm′3 is the coordinate of PAAm′ on
the Z-axis. (37) is suitable for general SNs and (38) is suitable
for ground-based SNs.
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FIGURE 1. One-to-one match with particles in the DPSOVF algorithm.

Similar to [6], we assume obstacles exert RFs on the SNs
while PAs exert AFs on the SNs. The update of the position
of SN si is given by:

xi1(t + 1) = xi1(t)+
Fi1(t)
F(t)

·maxstep · e
−1
F(t) (47)

xi2(t + 1) = xi2(t)+
Fi2(t)
F(t)

·maxstep · e
−1
F(t) (48)

xi3(t + 1) = xi3(t)+
Fi3(t)
F(t)

·maxstep · e
−1
F(t) (49)

where Fi1, Fi2 and Fi3 are the components of the total VF in
the directions of the X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis, respectively;
maxstep indicates the maximal length of a step for an SN.

C. THE PROPOSED SENSOR DEPLOYMENT ALGORITHM
The proposed sensor deployment algorithm is based on a
combination of the DPSO algorithm and the 3DVF algorithm
proposed above. We name it the DPSOVF algorithm. In the
DPSOVF algorithm, each candidate solution of the sensor
deployment problem is a concatenation of the positions of all
SNs. Each solution has a one-to-one match with a particle in
the DPSOVF algorithm. Fig.1 illustrates the match relation.
SSNs are initially deployed randomly and remain station-

ary afterwards. The state of SSN si can be expressed as:

vij(t + 1) = 0 (50)

xij(t + 1) = xij(t) (51)

Relocation of the MSNs is used to improve the coverage and
connectivity of the WSN. Considering the CL, in this article,
the global best position (xG) in (1) is replaced using a known
best position (xK ). In general, the known best position is dif-
ferent from the global best position in practice. We make this
change because, when communication is limited, not every
particle can communicate with each other to receive timely
information about the newly found global best position.

When guiding particles to search for the global optimal
solution, to improve the search efficiency, jump out of the
local optimum and avoid obstacles, a 3D VF oriented term is

added to the velocity update equation of each particle. Thus,
the update equations of the velocity and position of MSN si
in DPSOVF can be mathematically expressed as:

vij(t + 1) = ω(t) · vij(t)+ c1 · r1 · (xLij (t)− xij(t))

+ c2 · r2 · (xK (t)−xij(t))+c3 · r3 · gij(t) (52)

xij(t + 1) = xij(t)+ vij(t + 1) (53)

gij(t) =



F
(i, j+23 )
i1 (t)

F (i, j+23 )(t)
·maxstep · e

−1

F
(i, j+23 )

(t) j = 3n− 2

F
(i, j+13 )
i2 (t)

F (i, j+13 )(t)
·maxstep · e

−1

F
(i, j+13 )

(t) j = 3n− 1

F
(i, j3 )
i3 (t)

F (i, j3 )(t)
·maxstep · e

−1

F
(i, j3 )(t) j = 3n

(54)

where n = 1, . . .N in (54); r1, r2 and r3 are random numbers
within the range of [0, 1]; c1 is the self-cognitive factor which
reflects the effect of the history best position on velocity;
c2 is the social-cognitive factor which reflects the effect of the
known best position on velocity; c3 is the VF-cognitive factor
which reflects the effect of VF on velocity, proper selections
of c1, c2 and c3 are important to the performance of the
DPSOVF algorithm; F is the VF vector exerted on particle
pari; vi and xi are the velocity and position of particle pari,
respectively.

Considering that the PSO algorithm contains both global
and local searches of the solution space, to balance the explo-
ration and exploitation abilities, the inertial weight in (52) is
designed to decrease linearly.

ω(t) = ωmax − (ωmax − ωmin)
t

maxiter
(55)

where ωmax and ωmin are the upper and lower bound of ω,
respectively; maxiter denotes the maximal iteration number.
This designation of the weight supports the global exploration
at the beginning and ensures local exploitation at the end.
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The update of the history best position of each particle
in (52) is based on (3). Next, we discuss how to update the
known best position considering the CL of the SNs. To obtain
a known best position that is more approximate to the
global best position during the implementation of DPSOVF,
a cluster-based sensor network architecture is introduced
to strengthen connectivity. Considering the CL of the SNs,
the positions of some SNs cannot be known by other SNs
since some SNs are not located inside of the communication
ranges of the other SNs. Thus, the traditional methods that
are based on k-means or Voronoi diagrams cannot be directly
applied to SN clustering.

We develop a heuristic algorithm that clusters SNs effec-
tively in limited communication environments. In this algo-
rithm, each cluster consists of a CH and some member SNs.
The aim of clustering is to try to contain all SNs within
clusters while maintaining the SNs ability to communicate
with their CHs. In this way, if all CHs remain connected to
the BS, all SNs inside of clusters can be connected to the BS.
Thus, the best position can be easily transmitted and known
by more SNs. Here, an SN is said to be connected to the BS
if there is at least one communication path from the SN to the
BS in either direct or indirect ways. The BS can broadcast the
best information to the SNs connected to it.

In the proposed clustering algorithm, all CHs are selected
from SNs. First, SNs that are inside of the communication
range of the BS are selected as CHs. Second, the SNs that are
inside of the communication ranges of the selected CHs are
selected as CHs.

We denote the total number of CHs as Nc and the set of all
CHs as Sc. After the selection of the CHs, each CH clusters
all its communication SNs (CSNs) into one cluster. A CSN is
defined as:
Definition 1 (CSN): SN sj is said to be a CSN of SN si at

t if sj ∈ Ci(t) where

Ci(t) = {sk ∈ S | d(si, sk )(t) ≤ 2 · rc for all k 6= i} (56)

S denotes the set of all SNs, d(si, sk )(t) is the distance
between SN si and SN sk at t . Since all MSNs update their
positions each iteration, the set of CSNs of an SN is a variable
set.

Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 illustrate the CH selection process.
In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, the squares represent the BS, the small
circles represent the SNs, and the triangles represent the
selected CHs. To distinguish the CHs selected in the first step
from those selected in the second step, the triangles in Fig. 3
are divided into different colors. Green triangles represent the
CHs selected in the first step.

The data flow of this cluster-based sensor network is shown
in Fig. 3. The directions of the arrows in Fig. 3 represent
the directions of the data flows. After SN clustering, each
SN transmits its position data to its CH. Each CH transmits
the received data to the BS. Then, the BS performs data
aggregation, determines the best position of the particles and
broadcasts this best position data to all the SNs connected
to it.

FIGURE 2. First selection of CHs.

FIGURE 3. Second selection of CHs.

The clustering effect depends on two aspects. One is the
total number of SNs inside the clusters, and the other is the
total number of the overlapped clustering SNs (OSNs).
Definition 2 (OSN): An SN is called an OSN if it belongs

to more than one cluster simultaneously.
The greater the number of SNs inside a cluster is, the less

the information loss of the particles, and thus, the closer the
known best position is to the global best position. However,
OSNs lead to unnecessary data transmission, namely, an OSN
needs to transmit its position data tomore than one CH, which
leads to more energy consumption of the WSN. Considering
the energy consumption model of WSN in [43]:

ETx =

{
Eelec × b+ Efs × b× d2 d ≤ d0
Eelec × b+ Emp × b× d4 d > d0

(57)

d0 =

√
Efs
Emp

(58)

where ETx is the transmission energy; Eelec is the energy
dissipated to run the transmitter or receiver circuitry;
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Efs is the energy used for reception; Efs and Emp depend on
the transmitter amplifier model; d is the data transmission
distance and b is the length of the data transmitted.

After the initial clustering, to increase the number of SNs
inside of the clusters and decrease the number of OSNs,
some of the CHs adjust their positions. Since in each cluster,
the CH can know the total number of SNs that belong to
its cluster, the CHs who have relatively few neighbor SNs
perform position adjustments to cover more SNs. We denote
the set of CHs who need to perform position adjustments
as SCM .
Definition 3 (Neighbor CH (NCH)): CH CHi is said to be

a NCH of CH CHj at t if CHj ∈ fi(t) where

fi(t) = {CHk ∈ Sc | d(CHi,CHk )(t) < rc} (59)

d(CHi,CHk )(t) is the Euclidean distance between CHi and
CHk at t . For CHj ∈ fi(t),

EFC ij(t) = (r4γ1(ϕ3θ3), r4γ2(ϕ3θ3), r4γ3(ϕ3)) (60)

r4 = ω1(
1

d(CHi,CHj)(t)
−

1
2rc

) (61)

EFC i(t) =
∑

CHj∈fi(t)

EFC ij(t) (62)

where ω1 is the weight; ϕ3 is the intersection angle between
coordinate plane ZOX and the plane that goes through the
Z-axis and the line segment from CHi to CHj; θ3 is the
intersection angle between the line segment from CHi to CHj
and the Z-axis.

To guarantee that all CHs can be connected to the BS, for
each CHi that belongs to SCM , ∃CHj ∈ Sc \ SCM satisfies
d(CHi,CHj) < 2rc or d(CHi,BS) < rc + rbc. d(CHi,BS) is
the distance between CHi and the BS. rbc is the communica-
tion radius of the BS. The manner in which the positions of
the CHs are updated can be referred to in (47), (48) and (49)
under the condition that all CHs can be connected to the BS.

Each solution of this clustering problem can be
expressed as the concatenation of positions of all CHs:
(xCH1 , xCH2 , . . . , xCHNc ). The evaluation criterion of the clus-
ter solution is based on:

fc = ni − no (63)

where ni denotes the number of SNs inside of the clusters and
no denotes the number of OSNs. The termination condition is
that there is no improvement in the value of fc after 15 suc-
cessive iterations. The pseudocode of the proposed SN cluster
algorithm is shown in algorithm 1.

In algorithm 1, cs denotes the cluster solution, csu denotes
the updated cluster solution and cr is the optimal cluster
result.

To eliminate holes in coverage and enhance the connectiv-
ity of the WSN, the regions whose coverage and connectivity
are poor need more SNs. We use RSNs selected according
to certain criteria to fulfill this need. Regions that need more
SNs can be used to guide the position updates of the RSNs.

Algorithm 1 SNs Cluster
1: Initialize the positions of SNs and BS
2: Select CHs
3: Select CHs again based on the first selection
4: Cluster CSNs of each CH
5: Evaluate cs based on (63)
6: if the termination condition is not met then
7: Determine SCM
8: for CHi ∈ SCM do
9: for CHj ∈ fi do Compute EFC ij based on (60)
10: end for
11: Compute EFC i based on (62)
12: Update the position of CHi based on (47), (48)

and (49)
13: end for
14: Cluster CSNs of each CH
15: if fc(csu) > fc(cs) then
16: cr = csu
17: else
18: cr = cs
19: end if
20: end if
21: Return cluster result

We name such regions Rns. First, we give two definitions
based on which Rns are selected.
Definition 4 (Coverage Level):

Lc(A)(t) =
∑
si∈S

cA(si)(t)∑
A∈ROI cA(si)(t)

(64)

where Lc(A)(t) denotes the coverage level (COL) of the
region A at t; cA(si)(t) is the sensing probability to region A
from SN si at t .
Definition 5 (Connectivity Level (CNL)): First, we define

an indicator function to denote whether SN si is connected to
the BS or not at t .

Ii(t) =

{
1 if si is connected to the BS
0 otherwise

(65)

The CNL of region A at t is:

Ln(A)(t) =
∑
si∈As

Ii(t) (66)

where As denotes the set of all SNs located inside of region A.
If the CNL of region A increases, the connectivity of the

SNs inside of region A to the BS increases, and then the
known best position is more likely to be well transmitted. The
lower the COL and CNL of a region, the greater the demand
for SNs in the region is. Thus, regions that have low COLs
and CNLs are selected as Rns to guide the position updates
of the RSNs. The pseudocode of selection of Rns is shown in
algorithm 2.

The selection of the RSNs is based on three factors: the
overlap level (OL) of an SN, the residual energy of an SN
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Algorithm 2 Select Rns
1: Initialize positions of SNs and BS
2: Divide the ROI based on l
3: SNs cluster according to algorithm 1
4: for each cubic region (A) in ROI do

Compute Lc(A) based on (64)
Compute Ln(A) based on (66)

5: end for
6: Return regions with low COLs and CNLs

and the distance between an SN and the nearest Rn in its
communication range.
Definition 6 (OL of an SN):

Losi =
⋃

∀j6=i,sj∈S

(Rsi
⋂

Rsj ) (67)

where Losi denotes the OL of SN si; Rsi is the sensing region
of SN si. The higher the value of the OL of an SN is, the more
likely that the SN will be selected as an RSN.

There are two different deployment cases in Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5, and the OL of SN s1 in Fig. 4 is larger than that
in Fig. 5. Thus, SN s1 is more likely to be an RSN in the case
of Fig. 4 than in Fig. 5. We denote the set of selected RSNs
as Sr .

FIGURE 4. Deployment of four SNs in one case.

Considering the OL can help to decrease SN overlap and
improve coverage of theWSN. The residual energy is consid-
ered in order to avoid using an SN with low energy too many
times, which can help to extend the network life.

Inspired by [44], a routing scheme was designed to reduce
the energy consumption of unmanned aerial vehicles in data
collection. Considering that we can learn from equation (57),
a long distance of data transmission can lead to large energy
consumption. To reduce the energy consumption of RSNs,
we take the distance between an RSN and its nearest Rn into
consideration and use the nearest Rn to guide the velocity
update of an RSN.

FIGURE 5. Deployment of four SNs in another case.

Consequently, the criterion used to select RSNs can be
expressed as follows:

RSsele = arg max
si∈Umn

{LosiEsi
dn

}
(68)

Umn = {sk ∈ Um | d(si, sk ) ≤ rc for all k 6= i} (69)

where Um denotes the set of all MSNs; Esi is the residual
energy of SN si; dn is the distance between SN si and its
nearest Rn.
All RSNs are selected from MSNs. The nearest Rn to the

ith RSN (rsi) is selected to guide the velocity and position
updates of rsi. We know that there may be more than one
Rn inside of an RSN’s communication range. The updates of
velocity and position of rsi can be mathematically expressed
as follows:

vij(t + 1) = ω2 · vij(t)+ c1 · r1 · ( ¯xAj − xij(t)) (70)

xij(t + 1) = xij(t)+ vij(t + 1) (71)

where ω2 is the weight; c1 is a learning coefficient; r1 is a
random number within the range of [0, 1]; ¯xAj is the position
in the jth dimension of the geometry center of the nearest Rn.
Through (70) and (71), RSNs can move effectively to regions
whose demand for SNs is great.

Once an SN is selected as an RSN, it will be updated based
on (70) and (71) instead of (52) and (53). It is worth noting
that a set of RSNs is dynamic because the relative positions of
SNs change with increasing iteration. An SN that is selected
as an RSN at the tth iteration may still be an RSN or it may
become an ordinary MSN at the t + 1th iteration.

Obviously, there are three different updatemanners for SNs
in the proposed DPSOVF algorithm, which are illustrated
in Fig. 6. Circles with characters S, M and R represent the
SSNs, MSNs and RSNs, respectively.

The dispersion degree and the district-difference degree
are introduced to overcome the overgathering of SNs. The
dispersion degree of the SNs is calculated by a Gaussian
function:

H1 = e(−
1
2 (δ
′
−µ)TV−1(δ′−µ)) (72)
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FIGURE 6. Three different update manners in the proposed DPSOVF algorithm.

δ′ =
d̄

√
L2 +W 2 + H2

(73)

µ =
1
t

t∑
k ′=1

δ′k ′ (74)

V =
1
2
[max(δk ′ )− min(δ

′

k ′ )] (75)

d̄ =
2

Nl(Nl − 1)

Nl∑
i=1

Nl∑
j=i+1

d(si, sj) (76)

where H1 is the dispersion degree; d̄ is the real time average
distance between the SNs; k ′ is a counter in the V calculation
and k ′ = 1, . . . , t;Nl is the number of SNs that are connected
to the BS; and L, W and H are the length, width and height
of the ROI, respectively.

The district-difference degree is defined as:

H2 =

Au
ROI +

∑Nl
i=1 I (Ri′ )

Nl
(77)

I (Ri′ ) =

{
1, if SN si in the i′th part of the search region
0 otherwise

(78)

where Au denotes the unexplored search region known by the
BS. I (Ri′ ) is used to judge whether SN si is in the i′th part
of the search region; Ng is the number of divided parts of the
search region and i′ = 1, . . . ,Ng.
To control the population diversity and appropriately

strengthen the exploration ability, u defined below, is used
to evaluate the particles in the DPSOVF algorithm.

u =
H1H2

ωH1H2 + ωH2H1
(79)

where ωH1 and ωH2 are weights. The values of ωH1 and ωH2

depend on applications.
In addition, the coverage ratio and connectivity ratio are

used as criteria to evaluate particles in the DPSOVF algo-
rithm. The coverage ratio is defined as:

CR =
nc

nx · ny · nz
(80)

where nc denotes the number of covered cubic grids; nx , ny
and nz represent the number of grids on the X-axis, Y-axis
and Z-axis, respectively. The connectivity ratio is defined as:

CO =
Ln(ROI )(t)
m+ n

=

∑
si∈SRs Ii(t)

m+ n
(81)

where SRs denotes the set of all SNs located inside of ROI.
Thus, all candidate solutions are evaluated through a fitness

function defined as follows:

f = µ1 · CR+ µ2 · CO+ µ3(t) · u (82)

where µ1, µ2 and µ3 are weighting factors. µ3 is designed to
be dynamic to guarantee the population diversity at an early
stage and convergence speed of the proposed algorithm at a
later stage.

µ3(t) = µ3max − (µ3max − µ3min )
t

maxiter
(83)

Fig. 7 shows the flowchart of the whole procedure.
The pseudocode of the proposed DPSOVF algorithm is

shown in algorithm 3.
In algorithm 3, Us denotes the set of all SSNs; Ur denotes

the set of all RSNs and Um denotes the set of all MSNs.
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FIGURE 7. Flowchart of the whole procedure.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, we use
MATLAB (R2016a) to perform simulation experiments.
The simulations are performed on an Intel(R) Core(TM)
i5-8250U CPU (1.80 GHz) PC. We simulate a hybrid WSN
consisting of 4 SSNs, 10 MSNs and a BS. The proposed
DPSOVF algorithm is compared with some existing algo-
rithms for deploying sensors in 3D terrain. For simplicity,
we assume no obstacles exist. To guarantee the accuracy of
comparisons, average values are taken from 30 independent
simulation runs. The parameter setting is shown in table 1.
Three different cases are considered to evaluate the perfor-

mance of the DPSOVF algorithm. These cases differ in the
size of the ROI, number of particles (popsize) and maximal

iteration (maxiter), as shown in Table 2. The unit of the data
related to the ROI is meter.

In practical applications, the termination condition (reach
maxiter in this article) can be defined as when there is no
improvement in the quality of the solution in 15 successive
iterations.

Figs. 8, 9 and 10 show the comparison of cover-
age ratio when using the original PSO algorithm, DPSO
algorithm [33], CPSO algorithm [35], PSOVF algorithm,
IDPSOVF algorithm [6] and proposed DPSOVF algorithm in
different environmental cases.

Fig. 8 depicts the comparison of the coverage ratio in
case 1. Because the values of the coverage ratios are very
small, logarithms of the coverage ratios are used to reflect
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Algorithm 3 DPSOVF Algorithm

1: Initialize SNs, BS, maxiter, l, xL and xK

2: Divide the ROI based on l
3: if t < maxiter then
4: SNs cluster according to algorithm 1
5: Select RSNs based on (68)
6: Select Rns according to algorithm 2
7: for SN∈ Us do
8: Update velocity and position based on

(50) and (51)
9: end for

10: for SN∈ Ur do
11: Update velocity and position based on

(70) and (71)
12: end for
13: for SN∈ (Um \ Ur ) do
14: Update velocity and position based on

(52) and (53)
15: end for
16: Evaluate each candidate solution based on (82)
17: Update xLij (t) based on (3)
18: Update xKij (t)
19: t = t + 1
20: if no improvement in value of f in (82) in δ successive

steps then
21: l decreases
22: Divide the ROI based on new l and return to 3
23: end if
24: end if
25: Return the optimal solution

TABLE 1. Parameter setting.

TABLE 2. Three different simulation cases.

the changes in the coverage ratios as the number of iterations
increases. The coverage ratios are very small in this case due
to an ROI that is too large, an insufficient number of SNs and a
small maxiter. From Fig. 8, we can see that the coverage ratio

FIGURE 8. Coverage performance comparison of six algorithms in case 1.

FIGURE 9. Coverage performance comparison of six algorithms in case 2.

FIGURE 10. Coverage performance comparison of six algorithms in
case 3.

represented by the green line has a higher convergence speed
than that of the black line, because of the contribution of VF.
However, the final coverage ratio when using the DPSOVF
algorithm is lower than that when using the PSO algorithm.
This is because the CL cannot be well overcome due to an
ROI that is too large and insufficient SNs and maxiter.

Fig. 9 depicts the coverage performance comparison in
case 2. The ascent rate of the blue-green line is faster than that
of the yellow line. This is because the addition of the VF term
in the velocity update equations of the particles improves the
efficiency.

The coverage performance comparison in case 3 is shown
in Fig. 10. The yellow line has a higher coverage ratio than
that of the blue-green line at last. This is because the CPSO
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algorithm tries to strengthen communications among parti-
cles by adding a communication behavior into the velocity
update equation of each particle, while the IDPSOVF algo-
rithm does not take CL into consideration. The participation
of VF in the IDPSOVF algorithm only speeds up convergence
but has no method to overcome the CL. The PSO algorithm
performs better than the IDPSOVF algorithm because it is
assumed that the CL can be overcome completely in the
implementation of the PSO algorithm.

As seen from Figs. 8, 9 and 10, it is obvious that the per-
formance of the PSOVF algorithm, which is represented by
red lines, is the most effective in guiding the SN deployment
of a WSN in 3D terrain. Similar to the PSO algorithm, during
the implementation of the PSOVF algorithm, it is assumed
that CL can be overcome completely or that no CL exists.
All particles can communicate with each other, and the global
best information can be known precisely by all particles. The
PSO algorithm in the PSOVF algorithm is used to guide the
global search for the optimal solution of SN deployment. The
VF algorithm in the PSOVF algorithm helps to avoid local
optima and improve the convergence speed. This combination
can lead to more effective deployment performance.

However, the PSOVF algorithm is not realistic, because CL
is not a negligible factor and can never be overcome com-
pletely in a distributed manner. The coverage performance of
the proposed DPSOVF algorithm is second only to that of
the PSOVF algorithm. The DPSOVF algorithm can alleviate
the impact of CL of the SNs and has a great improvement in
coverage performance when compared with other algorithms.
In a word, when considering CL, the proposed DPSOVF
algorithm has the best deployment effect in terms of coverage
among the six algorithms.

When the CL is not severe, the coverage performance of the
IDPSOVF algorithm is better than that of the CPSO algorithm
since the IDPSOVF algorithm absorbs the advantages of the
PSO algorithm and VF algorithm. The coverage performance
of the DPSO algorithm is the worst of all the compared
algorithms because it neither considers CL nor has the contri-
bution of VF. CL leads to unprecise global best information,
which has a poor influence on the updates of the particles in
the DPSO algorithm.

Figs. 11-13 depict part of the evolutionary process of the
DPSOVF algorithm. This experiment is done in case 2. The
sphere centers represent positions of the SNs. The area inside
of a sphere represents the probable sensing area of an SN.
The SNs update their positions according to the DPSOVF
algorithm. As shown in Figs. 11-13, along with the increase
in iteration, the coverage ratio obviously increases.

Table 3 illustrates the connectivity performance com-
parison when using the PSO algorithm, DPSO algorithm,
CPSO algorithm, PSOVF algorithm, IDPSOVF algorithm
and proposed DPSOVF algorithm. This comparison is done
in experiment case 3. In table 3, the connectivity ratios that
correspond to 10% of the maxiter, 50% of the maxiter, and
the maxiter when using the six algorithms are shown. When
using the PSO algorithm and PSOVF algorithm, the values

FIGURE 11. Random deployment of SNs at initiation.

FIGURE 12. Deployment of SNs in the 5th generation.

TABLE 3. Connectivity performance comparison of six algorithms.

of the connectivity ratios equal one at any time, because
it is assumed that CL can be overcome completely during
the implementations of the PSO algorithm and PSOVF algo-
rithm. Thus, all SNs are connected to the BS. However, that is
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FIGURE 13. Deployment of SNs in the 10th generation.

only an ideal assumption and is not realistic. The connectivity
performance of the DPSO algorithm is the worst because
is does not consider CL and has no VF effect. Obviously,
when considering CL, the proposed DPSOVF algorithm can
effectively strengthen the connectivity of the WSN.

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed update method
for the selected RSNs, three different update approaches for
RSNs are used for comparison. They are the update approach
shown in (52) and (53), which is proposed for ordinary
MSNs; the random update approach, namely, RSNs update
their positions randomly inside of the ROI; and the proposed
update approach expressed in (70) and (71). This comparison
is performed in experiment case 3.

Fig. 14 shows the comparison result of coverage per-
formance when using the three update approaches for the

FIGURE 14. Coverage performance comparison of three update
approaches for RSNs.

selected RSNs. The fuchsia line represents the coverage ratio
when all selected RSNs update according to the random
update approach during the implementation of the proposed
DPSOVF algorithm. Obviously, the coverage performance
of the random update approach is the worst. The values of
the coverage ratios fluctuate irregularly, which means that
random updates of the RSNs do not effectively improve the
coverage of the WSN. However, the general change trend of
the fuchsia line is rising, which is mainly the result of the
updates of the MSNs. The blue line represents the coverage
performance when all the RSNs are updated in the same way
as the ordinary MSNs. As seen from Fig. 14, this approach is
better than the random update approach in terms of improving
coverage. Compared with the other two approaches, the cov-
erage performance of the proposed approach represented
by the green line is the most effective. The coverage ratio
is effectively and rapidly improved by using the proposed
update approach for RSNs.

The network lifetime denotes the time elapsed until the
first node in the network dies [45]. In this study, we test the
network lifetime by testing the time elapsed until the first
node in the network dies and the time elapsed until the last
node in the network dies. Three approaches are compared in
terms of their effect on the network lifetime. Different from
the proposed approach, the first approach does not consider
the residual energy when selecting the RSNs. Also different
from the proposed approach, the second approach does not
consider the distance between an SN and its nearest Rn when
selecting the RSNs. The third approach is the proposed sensor
deployment approach. As seen from Fig. 15, compared with
the other two deployment approaches, the network lifetime
is the longest when using the proposed sensor deployment
approach.

FIGURE 15. Network lifetime comparison when using different sensor
deployment approaches.

In the proposed DPSOVF algorithm, the coverage ratio of
the WSN is improved by the position updates of the MSNs.
The influence of the number of MSNs on the performance
of the DPSOVF algorithm is analyzed. Except for the change
in the number of MSNs, other parameters are set the same
as in case 3. The mean coverage ratio is the average value
computed from 30 independent simulation runs. As can be
observed from Fig. 16, the mean coverage ratio of the WSN
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FIGURE 16. Relation of mean coverage ratio with the number of MSNs.

increases with the increase in the number of MSNs. It is easy
to see that when the coverage ratio increases to a certain level,
the increase in MSNs will have no obvious influence on the
coverage ratio of the WSN.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this article, we focus on the problem of sensor deployment
of a hybrid WSN in 3D terrain. A novel sensor deployment
algorithm considering the CL of SNs is proposed. The algo-
rithm is based on a combination of the DPSO algorithm
and a newly proposed 3D VF algorithm. In the proposed
DPSOVF algorithm, which considers CL, a heuristic algo-
rithm is proposed to cluster the SNs in each generation to
strengthen the connectivity. In addition, the RSNs are selected
from the MSNs. Rns are selected to guide the relocation of
the RSNs, which improves the deployment efficiency. All
particles update their velocities and positions according to
the proposed DPSOVF algorithm to improve the coverage
and connectivity of the WSN. It has been shown that the
DPSOVF algorithm can perform more effectively than any
other compared algorithm in the sensor deployment of aWSN
in 3D terrain when CL is considered.
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